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Composting toilets 

by TROBOLO



Comfortable toilet use
everywhere

Composting toilets by TROBOLO allow you to use

your toilet comfortably and hygienically no matter

where you are. Simple, self-sufficient and sustainable.
That is TROBOLO. A clean solution.



No need to compromise

TROBOLO enables access to hygienic and comfortable 

toilet systems that satisfy the highest standards – even in 

locations where this seems impossible.

With our TROBOLO composting toilets, we managed to 

develop an autonomous and sustainable solution for your 

daily basic needs which does not require you to do without 

your usual comforts.

This is what a  

composting toilet  

by TROBOLO offers

100% sustainable

The complete absence of 

chemicals and water allows 

for a straight-forward 

disposal and protects the 

environment.

Easy emptying

Thanks to the TROBOLO 

separation system, the 

emptying is easy, hygienic 

and can be done within a 

few steps.

Autonomous usage

No water or sewer 

connection available? 

No problem. Composting 

toilets from TROBOLO are 

autonomous and hygienic.

No odours

The TROBOLO separation 

system reduces odours and in 

combination with litter or an 

exhaust system manages to 

completely eradicate all smells.



Features

No spillage

The TROBOLO SafeShell System® reliably protects the 

liquids container safely from spilling. This ensures that no 

liquids can escape, both on trips and in daily use.

TROBOLO WandaGO Lite
Item number: P0XX1456

Minimalist and space-saving camping toilet for on the go.

·· Extremely compact dimensions and weighing only 3.3 kg

·· Suitable for transport in vans, campers and cars

·· Easy to set up even when space is limited

·· Very robust and weatherproof

·· Hygienic, easy to clean separator

·· Standard size toilet seat for usual comfort

·· Splash proof and odourless liquids container with 

 TROBOLO SafeShell system®

·· Easy removal of the containers by clicking the separating  

 insert into the toilet lid

·· Always ready to use

Compact and ultra lightweight

With dimensions of 30 x 38 x 34 cm (H x D x W) and a 

weight of only 3.3 kg, the TROBOLO WandaGO Lite is easy to 

transport and stow away. The perfect camping toilet to take 

with you on your next camping trip.

Hygienic usage

A TROBOLO is used in the same way as a normal WC. The 

separation system works without contact, so that body 

contact only occurs at the toilet seat. Since the excretions 

have contact only with the plastic surfaces and inlay,  

cleaning is hygienic.

Without chemicals and water

Thanks to the TROBOLO separation system, the use of 

water and chemicals is unnecessary. The excretions will not 

become hazardous waste and will not require intensive costs 

or environmentally harmful disposal.



Material

The TROBOLO WandaGO Lite is made of robust polypropylene.

The material enables a particularly long long life and reliably 

withstands all weather conditions. So you can leave your 

composting toilet out in the rain!

No power connection

By dispensing with electrical components, the TROBOLO 

TROBOLO WandaGO Lite does not require a power supply. 

Thereby, this composting toilet works completely self-

sufficiently and can be exposed to any kind of weather.

Easy disposal

The TROBOLO seperation system enables a decentralised

composting of toilet waste on one‘s own property.

Alternatively, such as with used nappies, it can be disposed of 

with household waste and the liquids are emptied via a toilet.

Absolutely odourless

In order to absorb remaining odours and moisture, around 250 

ml of litter is scattered over the solid excretions after each 

defecation. Additionally, the TROBOLO SafeShell System® 

ensures that no odours can escape from the liquids container.

Easy cleaning

Occasional cleaning of the surfaces is perfectly sufficient for 
the maintenance of your TROBOLO WandaGO Lite.  

All surfaces can be cleaned easily and hygienically with a 

damp cloth.

Technical specifications

Dimensions & weight Floor space

Depth 382 mm | Width 341 mm

Tested load-bearing 

capacity 

150 kg

Seat height

297 mm

Dimensions, closed

Height 300 mm | Depth 

382 mm | Width 341 mm

Weight

3,3 kg

Capacity

Scope of delivery 1 x TROBOLO WandaGO Lite

1x  solids container 6,5L

1x  liquids container 4,6L 

1x  roll of compostable inlays

1 x label “user manual”

1 x user manual

Maximum capacity for 

defecating 

8-12

Maximum capacity for 

urinating  

10 - 20

Recommended intervals 

between emptying of solids 

container  

5-10 days

Volume of solids container 

6,5 litres

Recommended intervals 

between emptying of 

liquids container  

Time-independent due to 

TROBOLO SafeShell System®

Volume of liquids container 

4,6 litres

Litter

In order to absorb remaining odours and moisture, around

250 ml of litter is scattered over solid excreta and used

toilet paper after each defecation. This is not necessary 

when using the optional electric exhaust system.



Quality & Trust

We at TROBOLO take the responsibility we have towards our planet seriously. Our claim and the highest premise in the

manufacture of our products is to combine the very highest standards of quality and sustainability. All TROBOLO products

are manufactured exclusively by a selected medium-sized craft enterprise within the EU, and are subject to the strictest

quality controls.

Sustainability with  
TROBOLO

TROBOLO is officially FSC®-certified. This means you can be
sure that we have committed ourselves to economic,

ecological and socially responsible management.

The Forest Stewardship Council® - FSC® for short - is an

independent, non-profit NGO founded in Rio de Janeiro in 
1993 and now represented in over 80 countries worldwide. 

The aim of the FSC® is to protect the world’s forests and 

preserve them for future generations.


Comfort without compromises.

The Challenge was to develop hygienic and compfortable toilet systems that 

meet the highest demands, even in locations where this seems impossible.  

With our TROBOLO composting toilets, our team has succeeded in developing 

an autonomous and sustainable solution for your daily basic needs without 

sacrificing the comfort you’re accustomed to.

We look forward to advising you on the subject-containes sanotary technology 

and to sharing our know-how with you.

Friedrich Lange

Founder



TROBOLO at Trusted Shops

Our clients rate us 

“excellent”

4.85/5.00



What more could you want?

We have been using this indoor toilet almost daily 

since the beginning of April 2018 and are very 

satisfied with it. The system is ingenious and easy to 
handle. What more could you want! No consumption 

of water, but free fertilizer, which we, but also 

our plants in the garden, are happy about. It is a 

pity that this product did not exist before. We can 

fully recommend this indoor toilet. Thanks to the 

developers.

Uwe A.



Thanks for the great idea!

To be honest, I was a little sceptical at first whether 
it would really work. But what can I say? It’s better 

than I expected. We immediately bought the model 

with electric exhaust air and there is absolutely no 

odour whatsoever. It’s funny that something like this 

hasn’t been around for a lot longer, because then 

we wouldn’t have had to buy expensive chemicals 

for the chemical toilet over the years. By the way, we 

have disposed of that by now... So thanks again for 

the great idea!

Annika H.



More than satisfied.
We bought the composting toilet for our garden at 

the beginning of spring on the recommendation 

of a friend, so that we don’t always have to walk 

so far. Construction as well as the first emptyings 
were easy. So far we are more than satisfied and our 
garden is happy with the organic fertilizer.

Renate W.



A big praise to you.

I have owned a composting toilet for about 4 months 

and I am completely satisfied. I use it as an indoor 
toilet without exhaust air and it works wonderfully, 

without unpleasant odours. In the beginning I had 

some doubts, but these were quickly dispelled. A big 

praise to the manufacturers, great workmanship and 

quick feedback in case of questions!

Kerstin P.


